
SCOHABOY BOG
 

COMMUNITY MAPPING WORKSHOP

 

 

"It's the whole landscape, the sky, everything together. I walk out to the
boardwalk & I just do this listening and looking, looking and listening.
That sense of stepping out into this other space. The idea of the horizon,
the big open vista in front of you and generally watching the quiet"

Scohaboy Bog is an award-winning, community-supported conservation project which
has seen two significant restoration projects to date: the 2013 Coillte EU-LIFE project
and the 2019 NPWS-led restoration project. The Cloughjordan Community
Development Committee (CCDC) are the local partners in the Scohaboy restoration
programme. The aim of the CCDC is “to protect and enhance the positive aspects of
Cloughjordan village, our deep sense of history and culture, our unique diversity, our
streetscape and architecture, our rural and farming background, our youth and senior
citizens" Visit Cloughjordan website

http://cloughjordan.ie/


COMMUNITY MAPPING OF SCOHABOY BOG
Community-generated data about local places 

This community mapping workshop was held on St.Brigid's Day, 1st February 2020 at the Thomas McDonagh
Heritage Centre in Cloughjordan, The workshop explored the benefits and value of Scohaboy Bog to the local
community. Through a series of exercises centred around a map of the bog, participants worked together to
articulate what they value about this local peatland and how they would like to see it protected. The process
provided an opportunity for people to discuss their experience of the bog and explore their hopes and
concerns for the future of the bog. 

There are many types of peatland maps (subsoil, historic, geological, archaeological, hydrological and habitat
maps) which inform peatland conservation and restoration. Maps combine and display a range of multi-
layered information but rarely do maps capture the value of places like Scohaboy Bog to local communities,
hence this value is often less visible and tangible to decision makers. This value is critical to communities’
sense of place and wellbeing, benefitting physical and mental health, and holding educational, spiritual, and
inspirational value. Community mapping can provide a space for people to tell their stories, share their
experiences, and generate data about their interactions with landscapes to bring about inclusion of
community concerns in future policies and planning for peatlands.

'My favourite part was seeing the strength of people's love and care for Scohaboy'
'Listening to those who've been working over the years to conserve the bog'

'I loved the chance to share my thoughts on paper'

"Our cognitive mental maps guide the paths and routes that make up
our lives. Each of us has a different sense of place, a distinct way of

seeing and being in the world"*
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It is said that ‘maps don’t just reflect 'reality', they help
to create it’.* This map was created to reflect the
experiences and knowledge of the many people who interact
and connect with Scohaboy Bog and its community of life.

" I t ' s  l i k e  e v e r y t h i n g  f i n d s  i t s  e q u i l i b r i u m  w h e n  I  s t a n d  a n d  g o
a l o n g  t h a t  b o g  a n d  s i t  o n  t h e  p l a t f o r m .  I t  g i v e s  m e

p e r s p e c t i v e  o n  e v e r y t h i n g "  

'That sense of sky and landscape, the
vista, had the biggest impact on me to
start with and then the micro world' 
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'It's this whoosh that comes
when I step on that boardwalk,
the bog cotton is stunning' 
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'The joy of being in a landscape
of memories and the future' 
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THE BOG'S VALUE THROUGH TIME

'The bog value has held through Time and now it's expanding, it's there for us now, it's accessible to all. The
place attracted people before for a different reason and it still attracts people'
'You look out over this wonderful landscape, and 10,000 years ago this was a lake. All our landscapes have been
adapted by human activity but the high bog area is a direct link to the last ice age, our oldest linear landscape'
‘I would associate it with hard work but at the same time there was a lot of satisfaction, a lot of camaraderie
down there with all the people that were cutting turf. We’d help out each other. That was called cabhairing''
'I have a sense of the ancient and the old and my significance in comparison to that. It gives me perspective on
everything, on the small bits and on the big bits. And this land, even the fact that we know this will take 100's
of years to be reclaimed, and my life is tiny by comparison'
"Being on the under footing that sustained so many. For me, what's down there kept my family warm'
'That road was built to take out turf to service the community & hospitals back in the time of the Emergency'
'We go on bog walks with the Heritage Group and tell people about cutting the turf and how it is done'

ENCOUNTERS WITH SCOHABOY BOG
'It's an amazing place of encounter, with local people, local lives, and the
different faces of the bog each season'

'I generally go with somebody but I have been on my own, down there in the
middle looking at the stars, on the viewing platform on a warm evening'

'I think what remains of the bog at Scohaboy, it's a wondrous yet fragile place'

“That sense of going in, learning to be patient, focusing on the Sundew, they
are tiny, not these big carnivorous plants. You could spend a bit of time there'
 

'There are so many different areas, you've got the walk through the woods, 
 the bog, different landscapes, different habitats and species, the farmland,
the grey reindeer lichen, the scots pine, the myrtle, and the lovely meadow'

'An explosion of nature that no one was expecting. We were walking along, and
all of a sudden, birdsong. It was wonderful, it awoke me to what is around me'

'There are times I'm out there and I think I'm back in Haworth, up on the
Pennines. The moods and the colours can be the same, that colour, the greys'



DO YOU HAVE CONCERNS FOR THE BOG'S FUTURE?
Issues discussed included dumping, visitor numbers, getting young people
involved, and scaling up the size and speed of rehabilitation works.

'The rehabilitation works on state land, it's fantastic but it's so small. The bits being done are part of
an overall sponge but the sponges are drying out all around so ideally you would like to see the entire
site rewetted to get the best value'
'Concerned about dumping in bogs, there's everything being dumped from scrap cars to household
stuff. Just that we can prevent it from becoming a dump'
'A concern would be the lack of younger people volunteering for the environment'
'The boardwalk is 2 feet wide so if you get more people there will be an issue, it needs to be managed'

WHAT ARE YOUR HOPES FOR SCOHABOY BOG?
"That we create a way for everyone to meet, the conservationists, the recreational
users, the community, all the land owners and farming organisations"

'That people will continue to enjoy it and appreciate it and learn about the vital relationship between
humans and the environment, we are interlinked'
'That it would become a national demonstration site in how to get conversations right, as well as a national
demonstration site for the LIFE project'
'To see schools going out to the bog because it all starts with the youth, with learning even how to walk on
the bog, how to treat nature'
'Tourism and the bog being tied in with the greater prosperity of the community and what we have to offer' 
'That we should be paying local landowners, local teams to become part of the rehabilitation & rewetting'

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM THE PAST?
The workshop explored the past, present and future of the bog and the
community around it, how their futures are interlinked, and what could be
learned from the past to inform the future of the bog. 

'What underpinned the success story was that nobody's values were repudiated. So it started with a
sense of shared values, for one person it might have been the turf they got out of it, for somebody else
it might be the conservation value but we started from shared value and we agreed to meet and
respect each other's values and have the conversations'
'I would associate it with hard work but at the same time there was a lot of satisfaction, a lot of
camaraderie there with all the people cutting turf because it was the same bog owners that came every
year and help each other. That was called ‘cooring’ (Irish cabhair - to help; comhar - co-operation)
'I have childhood memories of being on the bog with my family, and laughter, sharing and survival. So
to create new memories of being on the bog with children today'



'A COMMUNITY SPACE'
 COMMUNITY SUPPORT FOR THE BOG

Community appreciation for Scohaboy bog and recognition of it as an asset for the local area has
been evident from the start of the project. In engaging with their local peatland, the community in
Cloughjordan have created new meanings and values for the bog, through remembering the past
and building on their foundation of collaboration and working together as a community. 

'You just have this great mix of people and there was a real sense that this was a local valuable asset for
different reasons and it started from there so a lot of people felt included from the very start'

'Everyone who comes to visit me I have to bring them there. I want to share that wonder with them'

'We put a proposal to Coillte about no more commercial planting, all native planting and new walkways' 

“There was no history of peatland conservation in the area, there were lots of people cutting (turf). But from
the early public meetings and walks, people said ‘we’re behind this, we’re going to support this’

'I just always have a sense of privilege, the right to walk is amazing and the people who worked to create that'

'One of the objectives of the the National Peatland Strategy was how can can amenity places like this return an
economic dividend to the community. So people coming walking, going to the cafe, spending some money, staying
in the hostel, all these things are important'

'I associate the bog with home'

Report compiled by Kate Flood, School of Geography, Archaeology, & Irish Studies NUI Galway in collaboration
with the Cloughjordan Community Development Committee. Much gratitude & thanks to all the workshop
participants for their thoughtful and enriching contributions. Photos: CCDC website/Gearoid O'Foghill. 
*Lydon, M. Community Mapping, 2003; Wood, D. Rethinking the Power of Maps, 2010.

Postcard from the future

Dear Friend,

I'm writing to you from Cloughjordan as I walk in
Scohaboy Bog. The air here is perfect, the birds are
singing. Families come from all over the world to see
our landscape and we tell them of our heritage.

Wish you were here


